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Where English Learning Goes Beyond
There is nothing more important to us than you, our students.
Everything we do is about you and the learning experience you
have at SCOTS English College.
Language learning should be fun. Language learning
is about communication with other people. Learning
is easier when you make friends and have fun
activities in your class. Our teachers are English
language learning specialists. They know that it is
very important to get you up from your seat and
communicating with your classmates. They also
know it is important to get you out of the classroom
to visit Sydney’s famous attractions or events with
your classmates.
If your goal is to go to college or university after you study English, we have courses
to suit you and advice to help you make good decisions about your next steps.

At SCOTS, your success is our success.

About SCOTS English College

World-class English language
school in the heart of Sydney
SCOTS English College is a world-class English
language school that offers a wide range of
English courses taught by experienced teachers
with high qualifications in English learning.
SCOTS students come from all around the world and enjoy their
studies at the main campus located close to Sydney’s CBD in the
heritage-listed South Eveleigh (Previously known as Australian
Technology Park).
SCOTS has also established itself as a high-quality online provider
with innovative solutions in online learning. SCOTS’ achievements
in the online delivery of ELICOS courses were acknowledged by
English Australia who then invited SCOTS’ Director of Studies,
Mr. Patrick Hayeck, to assist in co-authoring its Guide to Best
Practice in Online Delivery.

Mr. Patrick Hayeck Director of Studies
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We teach care, show
care and take care.
We are a proud member of English
Australia, the national peak body for the
English language sector of international
education in Australia.
Our teachers are passionate, supportive and experienced,
many highly qualified with postgraduate or Master
degrees in TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages).
Our teaching and learning facilities and educational
resources are world-class and modern.
Our campus is located close to Sydney’s CBD in the
heritage-listed South Eveleigh, a city that’s quickly becoming
a world-class technology and innovation hub.
We are the host to the revolutionary BBR method exclusively
taught in the unique and groundbreaking Pronunciation and
Communication course.
We are a successful recipient of the Australian government’s
Innovation Grant 2021 — testament to our contribution to
the ELICOS industry’s recovery efforts.

Build on the strong foundations

State-of-the-art campus
and classrooms

SCOTS English College is part of Top Education Group Ltd (TOP); the FIRST
Higher Education group in Australia listed in HK main board stock exchange.
TOP currently encompasses two Higher Education School brands and an
ELICOS Provider:
Australian National Institute of Management and Commerce
SCOTS English College
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Why SCOTS English?

Highly Experienced & Qualified Teachers

Teaching from the heart
Nothing is more important for
students to enjoy learning English
than a good teacher.
Most of our English teachers are university graduates
who hold a Masters in TESOL or a CELTA (Cambridge
Certificate in English Language Teaching)
qualification at a minimum but most importantly love
what they do and their students. We guarantee YOU
will love them back.

Student-Centred English Education
SCOTS stands for

Student Centred, Ongoing Teaching Support

What’s more, our teachers receive ongoing training
and regularly attend professional development
workshops and seminars on multiple areas of foreign
language teaching including classroom management,
student engagement, online delivery etc.

At SCOTS English College, your success is our success.
The experience and qualifications of our teachers mean
that they know the best ways to help you learn English.
If you are starting to learn English, our teachers will help you to
build your confidence in a safe and caring environment. As your
English skills get better, they will give you ways to learn English on
your own so that you also have responsibility for your learning.

Learner-Centered Curriculum

It is all about you

At SCOTS, we know everyone learns English for
different reasons and in different ways. Whether
you are learning English for fun, career, university,
we’ve got you covered.
We also realize that learners have different learning styles; some learners are
auditory (learn by listening), while others are more visual (learn by seeing or
watching) or kinesthetic (learn by touching and moving). Our curriculum is
designed with that first in mind.
Our curriculum encourages the students to freely pursue their passion in
learning English and offers a safe environment for participation in a wide
range of communicative activities in and outside the classroom, on
campus and online.
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English Only Policy
‘English Only On Campus’ reinforces the learning
of English in a safe and proactive manner so that
students learn to speak English and think in English.
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Superior Students Support

Community Building and Socializing

No student
left behind
If you need help, you’ll get it.

SCOTS offers additional 1-hour classes every day from Monday
to Thursday. Classes focus on grammar, pronunciation, writing,
business and conversation.
SCOTS also offers the Pal program to help struggling students
connect with student-mentors both on campus and online.
We also understand that living away from home and family
can sometimes take a big toll on you. Our DOS and certified
counsellor both have extensive experience with counselling and
providing professional advice to struggling students on how to
overcome challenges and hardships.

Grow your English while making
friends from all over the world

Our staff can help you with:
Homesickness

Tax File Numbers

Accommodation

Attendance

Health Insurance

Course Progress

Bank accounts

Personal matters

SCOTS holds monthly events and
organizes regular and frequent
excursions for students to mingle and
socialize so that they can practice the
language outside the classroom.

Events and excursions held during class time are compulsory
for students to attend as they are just like any other learning
activity. Students are strongly recommended to engage and
participate in all excursions and events.

Our Students Services are fully trained to provide top-notch
support and guidance to international students from the
first day till the last day of enrolment at SCOTS.

Academic Support & Counseling
Our academic staff is always here
to help you. Our teachers will give
you the support and feedback you
need to improve your English skills
faster and more efficiently.
If there is an area that you need to improve on, our
teacher will give you guidance and extra resources to
help.
Our commitment to you does not stop when you class
finishes. You can take an extra class each day, MondayThursday, focusing on grammar, writing, pronunciation
and Job-Seeking Skills.
We also offer academic counselling on Fridays if you
wish to meet the Head Teacher or Director of Studies to
help with your skills development.
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Great Location

On Campus Learning

Campus
Facilities &
Library

Located near its higher education partner, IMC, in South Eveleigh,
a city that is quickly becoming a world-class technology and
innovation hub and home to the largest institutions in Australia
such as the Commonwealth Bank, the University of Sydney,
University of Technology Sydney, CISCO and Cicada.

Loads of space for
after-class hangouts with
classmates
SCOTS’ campus is surrounded by al fresco cafes, dining, a gym, a supermarket but
also by beautiful parks with BBQ facilities, sports facilities and a Village square.

SCOTS English College offers worldclass, modern and high-tech teaching
and learning facilities including
interactive smart whiteboard and
projectors in each classroom, highspeed internet Wi-Fi throughout the
Campus.
Spacious classrooms and a student common area with free
tea and coffee are available for student enjoyment.

SCOTS provides the
following facilities and
resources
Computer Room
Independent Learning Area
Student Common Area
Printing and photocopying
Free Wi-Fi
EFTPOS (electronic payment)
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Online Learning

A Proven Track Record in
Online Learning and Delivery
Since the COVID breakout, SCOTS’ Learning Management System (LMS) has efficiently delivered
close to 12,000 hours of ELICOS learning and teaching to international students from Latin America,
Europe, China, Japan, Korea, Subcontinent and South East Asian countries.

SCOTS Advantages

Learning English with a nationally
accredited college from nationally
certified teachers from the
comfort of your own home.

Become a member of a
multicultural global community
and forge relationships with other
students from all walks of life.

Free online or other
online providers
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Focusing on your English learning
in a pressure and stress-free
environment without having to
worry about finding work and
paying rent.

SCOTS English
College program

Non-qualified teachers are often
present

Teachers qualified and accredited by
the Australian government bringing you
rich, exclusive content

Lack of structured curriculum and
lessons that often contain errors
and outdated information

Curriculum accredited by the Australian
Government and lessons are accurate

Absence of professional guidance
throughout lessons

Teachers are always prepared and
ready to provide highly personalised
feedback and guidance

Decreased motivation and need
to practise for self-learning and
studying

Being part of a global online community
provides opportunities for practice and
online interaction

No formal Graduation and/or
Certification - often not officially
recognised

Certificate Nationally recognised
by many Australian colleges and
universities and globally respected

Technology platforms used are
often basic and inefficient

With advanced technology, access
high-quality streaming anywhere and
anytime through your desktop or
mobile device

www.scotsenglish.edu.au

Study Pathways - Articulation

We are just the beginning — your
journey continues
SCOTS has articulation agreements with
several higher education providers such
as the Australian National Institute of
Management and Commerce, TAFE NSW,
Southern-Cross University and many other
vocational colleges.

Direct Entry to Australian National
Institute of Management and
Commerce (IMC)
SCOTS’ students are able to have the opportunity to gain pathways into the
Australian National Institute of Management and Commerce (IMC) and/or other
Australian colleges upon successful completion of the EAP course.
Students wishing to enroll at IMC may sit SCOTS’ College Entry Exam to determine whether they meet IMC’s English requirements.

Through a robust EAP program, SCOTS prepares students
quite well for their undergraduate and postgraduate studies
ensuring they improve their English proficiency and acquire the
necessary academic skills to succeed in their tertiary studies.

English Entry Requirements
All applicants with overseas qualifications applying for Undergraduate or
Postgraduate studies at IMC need to provide evidence of English proficiency.
IMC recognises a number of English language tests as proof of English
proficiency, however, requirements vary across programs.
If applicants require English language training before commencing formal
studies, SCOTS English College is a pathway that is strongly recommended.

General English

English for Academic Purposes (EAP)

Exit Score

Exit Score

Exit Score

Exit Score

EAP Assignment Brand = 55%

EAP Assignment Brand = 60%

EAP Assignment Brand = 65%

EAP Assignment Brand = 70%

IELTS Overall = 5.5

IELTS Overall = 6.0

IELTS Overall = 6.5

IELTS Overall = 7.0

Higher Education*

Vocational

RTO 90003 | CRICOS 00591E

CRICOS 01241G

CRICOS 02491D

* Please note that you should check with your Higher Education provider before taking SCOTS' English College Entry Exam (SCEE) to
confirm it recognizes the results of the test for meeting the English requirements for the intended course.
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Image shown is for reference only
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Our Courses

Learn to communicate better
The following courses are
available in 2022 in addition to
Building Block English, an online
course developed by SCOTS and
hosted on our online teaching and
learning platform.

English language is generally recognized as a Lingua Franca – a
language used to communicate between people not sharing
the same mother tongue – of international business, science,
technology and aviation. And we are here to help you to master
this language and open doors to the world for you.
At SCOTS English College we teach a variety of Englich courses
that meet our students academic, professional and personal
needs. At our school you will learn how to communicate better,
for example when travelling or socialising, or when when
applying for a job.

General English (GE)

IELTS Examination Preparation

Cambridge Examination Preparation

Pearson Test for English Academic
Preparation

English for Academic Purposes (EAP)

Pronunciation & Communication Course
(Proncom)

Only at SCOTS

Groundbreaking Pronunciation
Teaching Method

Hear it right, say
it right

Our Director of Studies, Mr. Patrick Hayeck, is the creator of
unique BBR method (Block, Build, Rewire).
The BBR method is exclusively taught by SCOTS in its
revolutionary Pronunciation and Communication course.
With the BBR method, students take their speaking and
listening skills to a whole new level.
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General English

Enjoy stress-free
English learning
CRICOS Course Code:

093611C

Duration:

10 weeks per level; Full-time 20 hours per week

Study Modes

Face to face on campus or Online (for COVID-affected learners)

Assessment:

Formative (weekly) and summative (monthly)

General English (GE) is sometimes
called ‘English for General
Purposes’. Most students who come
to Australia to study English for the
first time will take the GE course.
If you have a student visa, then you must study
20 hours each week. It is also important that
you do some extra study. We recommend that
you spend another 10-15 hours per week doing
homework and extra study.
General English prepares you for the kind of
English you need in everyday real-life situations.
Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening. All
these are important for you to communicate
more easily on a wide range of topics.

LEVELS 1 TO 6 (FULL TIME)
Levels

18

Entry Requirement

CEFR Exit Level

Beginner

None

Pre-A1

Elementary

Completion of Beginner GE

A1

Pre-Intermediate

Completion of Elementary GE

A2

Intermediate

Completion of Pre-Int. GE

B1

Upper-Intermediate

Completion of Intermediate GE

B2

Advanced

Completion of Upper-Int. GE

C1

www.scotsenglish.edu.au

Course Length

10 weeks
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IELTS Preparation

Skill up for a higher score
CRICOS Course Code:

092780E

Duration:

12 weeks per level; Full-time 20 hours per week

Study Modes

Face to face on campus or Online (for COVID-affected learners)

Assessment:

Formative (weekly) and summative (monthly)
If you wish to take an IELTS Preparation course at SCOTS, then
you will probably know that IELTS stands for the International
E n glish L a n g u a g e Te stin g S y ste m E xa m in a ti o n . This
examination can be taken in over 100 different countries around
the world. The IELTS test is used to test the English language
proficiency of students who want to study courses taught in
English at college or university.
If you want to migrate to Australia, the Australian Department
of Home Affairs (DHA) will ask you to show evidence of your
English language proficiency. The most widely accepted
form of English proficiency test accepted by DHA is the IELTS
examination.
Our IELTS Preparation Course will help you get the score you
need in the formal examination.

There are two types of IELTS Tests:

1

IELTS Academic Test - for people applying for higher education or professional registration in an
English speaking environment.

2

IELTS General Training - for those who are going to English-speaking countries for secondary
education, work experience or training programs. It is also a requirement for migration to Australia,
Canada, New Zealand and the UK.

LEVELS 1 & 2 (FULL TIME)
Levels

20

Entry Requirement

IELTS Examination
Preparation Level 1

Completion either of:
- CEFR: B1
- General English: Completion of Intermediate

IELTS Examination
Preparation Level 2

Completion either of:
- CEFR: B2
- General English: Completion of
Upper-Intermediate

www.scotsenglish.edu.au

CEFR Exit Level

Course
Length

B1
12 weeks
C1
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English for Academic Purposes

Your stepping stone to
a successful Uni life
CRICOS Course Code:

092779J

Duration:

12 weeks per level; Full-time 20 hours per week

Study Modes

Face to face on campus or Online (for COVID-affected learners)

Assessment:

Formative (weekly) and summative (monthly)
The English for Academic Purposes (EAP) course helps
you to get ready for study at a university or college.
We help you develop skills such as:
Essay and other forms of academic writing
Academic reading skills and topics
Making a presentation
Doing research
Note-taking and listening.

EAP also helps you to understand what it is like to study in Australia with Australian students.
This can be different from your home country.
If you want to study EAP, then you need to have good basic English language skills. Therefore, you
should finish Pre-Intermediate General English before starting the EAP course.

LEVELS 1 TO 3 (FULL TIME)
Levels

22

Entry Requirement

CEFR Exit
Level

EAP Level 1: Pre-intermediate

Completion either of:
- CEFR A2
- General English Pre-intermediate

B1

EAP Level 2: Intermediate

Completion either of:
- CEFR: B1
- General English: Intermediate

B2

EAP Level 3: Upper-Intermediate

Completion either of:
- CEFR: B2
- General English: Upper-Intermediate

C1

EAP Level 4: Advanced

Completion either of:
- CEFR: C1
- General English: Advanced

C1+

www.scotsenglish.edu.au

Course
Length

12 weeks
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Speak English faster,
clearer and more naturally
CRICOS Course Code:

099367F

Duration:

5 weeks (minimum) or 10 weeks; Full-time 20 hours per week

Study Modes

Face to face on campus or Online (for COVID-affected learners)

Assessment:

Formative (weekly) and summative (monthly)

THE COURSE USES A UNIQUE AND
REVOLUTIONARY METHOD KNOWN AS
B.B.R. FOUNDED UPON 3 PRINCIPLES

B

Blocking your old speaking habits in English
| Because you use the sounds of your first
language to say English words.

B

Building new muscle memory of new speaking
habits | Because speaking a language is a
physical skill just like playing the piano - repetition
is key.

R

Rewiring or reprogramming your neural networks
to process the language in a totally different way
| Because you think in your first language and
translate to English - it does not work.

Entry Requirement

CEFR Exit Level

Course Length

Successful completion of Pre-intermediate

B1-C1

10 weeks

Intermediate
Upper-Intermediate
Advanced

24
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T

TRANSFORMATIONAL

Words will start coming to you without effort.
No more mental freezes.
English finally becomes part of you; you will
breathe it.

R

LEVELS (FULL TIME)
Levels

Why you should learn English on our T.E.R.M

RAPID

You will use the language, not just learn ABOUT it.
You will keep repeating until you stop making the
mistake or at least understand why you’re making
it and how to fix it.
People will see the difference in your English
right away.

E

EMPOWERING

You will feel much more powerful and confident
expressing your opinions, ideas and messages.
You will be proud of how you sound; not
embarrassed.
You will also belong to a global community sound international.

M

MOTIVATIONAL

BBR method is based on practice not theory, just
like sports, it requires physical training.
The BBR teacher will push you hard until you
achieve your goal.
Your energy and motivation will only go up
because improvements are real and the results
are relatively quick to see.
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Pearson Test of English

Cambridge Examination Preparation

ACADEMIC (PTE ACADEMIC) PREPARATION

PET, FCE & CAE

CRICOS Course Code:

093596G

CRICOS Course Code:

093245J

Duration:

12 weeks per level; Full-time 20 hours per week

Duration:

12 weeks per level; Full-time 20 hours per week

Study Modes

Face to face on campus or Online (for COVID-affected learners)

Study Modes

Face to face on campus or Online (for COVID-affected learners)

Assessment:

Formative (weekly) and summative (monthly)

Assessment:

Formative (weekly) and summative (monthly)

The PTE Academic Preparation Course is designed to prepare
students who wish to sit the PTE Academic test.
Students wanting to have the PTE Academic Preparation course
but currently have a lower English level than the CEFR=B1 entry
requirement for the course, are recommended to take a General
English course until they have attained at least Intermediate level
(CEFR=B1).
Depending on the student’s desired PTE Academic test target,
students may elect to complete the first 12 weeks of the course or
the full 24 weeks of the PTE Preparation course.

PTE Academic target

Course exit point

CEFR Exit Level

59-75

Week 12

CEFR = B2

76-84

Week 24

CEFR = C1

The Pearson Test of English (PTE) Academic examination is the fastest growing test in Australia. It is
a computer-based test of English that students use to demonstrate their English level for both study
overseas and for immigration. The PTE Academic is approved by the Australian Government for visa
purposes and is also accepted by thousands of institutions in Australia, USA, Canada, New Zealand, the
UK and Ireland.
The PTE Academic tests Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking.
Many people compare the PTE Academic Test and the IELTS test because both can be used for study and
immigration purposes.

PTE ACADEMIC
IELTS
TOEFL iBT
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CAMBRIDGE PRELIMINARY ENGLISH
TEST (PET) PREPARATION COURSE
SCOTS English College’s PET Preparation Course
prepares students wishing to take the Cambridge
Preliminary English Test (PET).
The Cambridge's Preliminary English Test (PET)
qualification shows that you understand the
basics of English and have practical language
skills for everyday use.

CAMBRIDGE FIRST CERTIFICATE IN ENGLISH (FCE) COURSE
SCOTS English College’s First Certificate in English (FCE) Preparation Course prepares students
who wish to sit for the Cambridge's First Certificate in English (FCE) exam.
The Cambridge's First Certificate in English (FCE) proves you have the language skills to live and
work independently in an English-speaking country or study courses taught in English.

CAMBRIDGE CERTIFICATE IN ADVANCED ENGLISH (CAE) COURSE
SCOTS English College's Certificate in Advanced English (CAE) Preparation Course prepares
students wishing to sit for the Cambridge's Certificate in Advanced English (CAE) exam.
The Cambridge's Certificate in Advanced English (CAE) is accepted by more than 6,000 educational
institutions, businesses and government departments around the world as proof of high-level
achievement in learning English.

LEVELS PET, FCE and CAE (FULL TIME)
Levels

Entry Requirement

CEFR Exit Level

Cambridge Preliminary
Preparation Course (PET)

Completion of General English
Pre-Intermediate

B1

Cambridge First Preparation
Course (FCE)

Completion of General English
Intermediate

B2

Cambridge Advanced
Preparation Course (CAE)

Completion of General English
Upper-Intermediate

C1

Course Length

12 weeks
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Course Information

Intake Dates & Timetables
Course Intakes
Our General English and IELTS Preparation courses are
open to new students Every Monday. Please visit our
website for up to date information about our intakes.

Sample Timetable
Timetable below is a sample. For the most up to date timetable visit our website.
ON CAMPUS
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

ENGLISH CORE (COMPULSORY) MORNING SESSION
Lesson 1
8:30am - 10:30am

Lesson 1
8:30am- 10:30am

Lesson 1
8:30am - 10:30am

Lesson 1
8:30am - 10:30am

Break 10:30am - 10:45 am
Lesson 2
10:45am - 12:15pm

Lesson 2
10:45am - 12:15pm

Lesson 2
10:45am - 12:15pm

Lesson 2
10:45am - 12:15pm

Lunch 12:15pm - 1:00pm
Lesson 3
1:00pm - 2:30pm

Lesson 3
1:00pm - 2:30pm

Lesson 3
1:00pm - 2:30pm

Academic
Counselling

Lesson 3
1:00pm - 2:30pm

FREE POWER CLASSES
Writing Focus
2:45pm - 3:45pm

Career Aid
2:45pm - 3:45pm

Grammar Hammer
2:45pm - 3:45pm

Pronunciation &
Communication
2:45pm - 3:45pm

ENGLISH CORE (COMPULSORY) EVENING SESSION
Lesson 1
5:00pm - 7:00pm

Lesson 1
5:00pm - 7:00pm

Lesson 1
5:00pm - 7:00pm

Lesson 1
5:00pm - 7:00pm

Lesson 1
5:00pm - 7:00pm

Lesson 2
7:15pm - 9:15pm

Lesson 2
7:15pm - 9:15pm

Break 7:00pm - 7:15pm
Lesson 2
7:15pm - 9:15pm

28
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Lesson 2
7:15pm - 9:15pm

Lesson 2
7:15pm - 9:15pm
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How to Apply

Stand-alone English

Few steps away from your
studies in Australia
Follow our 5 easy steps to apply directly or contact your agent and get help.

1
2
3
4
5
30

COMPLETE YOUR APPLICATION FORM
Download an Application Form.
Make sure you complete all parts of the application form and sign it
Send the Application Form to admissions@scotsenglish.edu.au
Also send a copy of your passport, student visa (if you already have one) and English certificates.

LETTER OF OFFER
We may ask you for more documents
Then we will send you a Letter of Offer if we accept your application
Please carefully read all the information we send you.

ACCEPTING YOUR OFFER AND PAY YOUR FEES
Sign the Acceptance of Offer and send back to us
Pay the fees shown on the Letter of Offer on time
You can pay in many ways.

CONFIRMATION OF ENROLMENT (for student visa holders only)
When you pay your fees and you send us your Acceptance of Offer, we will send you a Confirmation
of Enrolment (CoE)
You will need this CoE to apply for y our student visa.

MAKE YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

All students must be 18 years or older. You must show us evidence of your English level: Complete our placement test; or

Wait until your student visa is approved
We will send you ‘pre-arrival’ information
Go to the Student Support section of our website
for more info.

www.scotsenglish.edu.au

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

English + tertiary studies
If you want to continue your studies after your
time at SCOTS English, contact us for more
information about our pathways to other tertiary
education institutions.

Show us a certificate from another English college; or
Show us a certificate from an English examination (IELTS, TOEIC, TOEFL, etc.).
Students wishing to pursue tertiary students must complete SCOTS’ College Entry Exam (SCEE). If done remotely, the
exam will be invigilated online by a SCOTS staff member. SCOTS’ College Entry Exam and placement test are not identical.
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SCOTS English College Pty Ltd
trading as SCOTS English College
ABN: 91 605 117 575 | CRICOS Provider Code: 03497A
Address: G05, Biomedical Building, 1 Central Ave, Eveleigh NSW 2015
Phone: + 61 2 9146 6358 | Email: info@scotsenglish.edu.au | www.scotsenglish.edu.au

GENERAL ENQUIRIES:

ADMISSIONS:

Phone: +61 2 9146 6358
Email: info@scotsenglish.edu.au

Email: admissions@scotsenglish.edu.au

ACCOUNTS:

MARKETING:

Email: accounts@scotsenglish.edu.au
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